We Can Carry California

California, in common with other western states, has its first Socialistic candidate for governor, as a result of the primary election held last week in that state. In the primary election held last week, California's population reached the point where it is now ready to support a Socialistic candidate for governor. This candidate is Clarence Darrow, a former lawyer and member of the American Civil Liberties Union, who is now running as the Socialistic candidate for governor in California.

Darrow's platform includes a number of issues important to the Socialistic movement, including a moratorium on executions, the abolition of capital punishment, the establishment of a universal basic income, and the nationalization of the means of production. Darrow's campaign has been characterized by a strong emphasis on the importance of education and the need for a more equitable distribution of wealth.

California's Socialistic movement has grown significantly in recent years, with many young people and activists drawn to the movement by its focus on social justice and equality. The success of Darrow's campaign could have significant implications for the future of the Socialistic movement in California and beyond.
McCLAUGhey, THE DOUBLE DEALER

BY GEORGE K. SHOAF

A dispatch from Lawrence in the Kansas City Star on May 11th, 1911, in which the author comments on a recent visit to the city and states the following:

"McCloughy is the double dealer. He is a man of substance, but he is not a man of consequence. He is a man who has built a business on the back of a wretched country.
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Diálogo de la lectura.